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Foreword

Modern worries about environmental degradation focus appropriately
on anthropogenic causes, that is, on the human behaviors that despoil air,
climate, land, and water and imperil nonhuman species. Agriculture is
among the human activities that most intimately links our behaviors to
natural systems, with bidirectional feedback since the state of natural systems heavily influences agricultural productivity just as agricultural practices regulate the ecosystems in which they take place. Ever since
humankind began domesticating plants and animals for agricultural production several millennia ago, our species has been actively changing
natural ecosystems, altering them to suit our consumptive and aesthetic
purposes. But climate, water quality, biodiversity loss, deforestation, and
other environmental crises have emerged due to our imperfect understanding of the complex feedback intrinsic to agroecosystems, spillover
effects that make it easy for decision-makers to ignore the full range of
consequences of our actions, and present biased preferences. So today we
face multiple environmental crises, each directly linked to agriculture.
The world has confronted agriculture-related crises before; we can
learn from past experience. For example, roughly fifty years ago,
Malthusian concerns about rapid human population growth, a global
food price spike, and recurring famines in the late 1960s and early 1970s
led to a world food crisis. This episode rapidly concentrated policymakers’ and researchers’ attention on global hunger. Major investments
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followed, focusing on rapidly expanding the supply of staple cereals,
roots, and tubers that comprise the base diets of the poor worldwide, and
launching and expanding social protection policies with food assistance
programs as a centerpiece. The resulting Green Revolution, global early
warning systems, and dramatic expansion of cash and in-kind transfer
programs successfully drove down real food prices and virtually eliminated famines for several decades. The core objective of averting mass
hunger was accomplished. For two generations now, the world has been
providing adequate calories for roughly ninety million additional people
year after year, a remarkable accomplishment.
But success in addressing the world food crisis of the 1970s by targeting
global hunger came with a heavy environmental price, on which world
leaders are now appropriately concentrating, manifest in the sustainable
development goals and related declarations. Moreover, environmental
degradation now threatens the agricultural productivity and nutritional
gains of recent decades. Extreme climate events and soil and water degradation have contributed to modest upticks in the number of undernourished people globally the past three years. It is (past) time to shift objectives:
to safeguard the planet while maintaining agricultural productivity growth
on which economic development fundamentally depends; hence, the
importance of sustainable agriculture, and of this book.
In this impressive volume, John Antle and Srabashi Ray lucidly explain
the intricate interrelationships between agriculture and the environment,
the path followed over the past half century as the world focused almost
single-mindedly on growing global per capita calorie supplies, the environmental impacts of modern agricultural practices, and the current state
of the debate on sustainable agriculture. Most importantly, they carefully
lay out the tradeoffs intrinsic to the choices faced by farmers, agribusinesses, government policymakers, and individual consumers. They also
flag where synergies might arise, where economic and environmental
advance might be mutually reinforcing through agricultural development.
Ultimately, Antle and Ray offer a hopeful analysis. We have faced and
overcome agriculture-related crises before and can do so again. But this is
not an easy task. It will take political will, but it will equally require outstanding science. Some technological and institutional changes can foster
total factor productivity growth that enables simultaneous improvements
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in agricultural, economic, environmental, and social indicators. But more
generally, we face tradeoffs that must be assessed carefully and honestly.
This requires marshaling evidence and insights from multiple disciplines,
a task for which few, if any, scientists are better equipped than John Antle.
Careful analysis and accurate data are essential to evaluate these tradeoffs,
to find the feasible sustainable agricultural development paths, and avoid
the dangers of either continued environmental degradation or increased
unnecessary undernutrition. For a generation, Professor Antle has been
advancing the research frontier in developing our analytical tool kit for
tradeoffs analysis. His work with Ray and other coauthors uniquely
equips these authors to guide the reader through the myriad issues that
link ever-changing agricultural practices to economic and environmental
outcomes of global importance. Indeed, they are the ideal intellectual
guides for those of us interested in this topic.
The powerful insights Antle and Ray offer in this volume are too
numerous to summarize in this brief foreword. In refreshingly clear prose,
this outstanding volume lays out the central issues in accessible terms and
compactly summarizes a deep and complex literature with remarkable
precision and rigor. Serious students of sustainable agriculture need to
read this volume.
It is a great pleasure to include John Antle and Srabashi Ray’s excellent
volume in the Palgrave Studies in Agricultural Economics and Food
Policy series. I learned a good deal by reading it and expect many others
will as well. This book should prove an essential reference to anyone striving to understand the origins and evolution of agricultural and food policy in modern society.
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA

Christopher B. Barrett

Preface

Sustainability is now widely accepted as a guiding concept and goal for
our economies and societies, and for agriculture and the food system. But
it is also widely accepted that modern societies, as well as agriculture and
the food system, are now on largely unsustainable trajectories. We have
entered the Anthropocene, the era in which humans are the dominant
force affecting the state of Earth systems on which life depends. One of
the grand challenges facing humanity is to put itself on a sustainable
trajectory.
We conclude this book by saying that there is reason for cautious optimism that we can meet this challenge in the coming decades. Fifty years
ago, many people justifiably doubted the ability of the world to feed
itself, and ‘limits to growth’ were predicted as humans exhausted natural
resources such as oil. Despite a rapidly growing world population, those
dire prospects were avoided through applications of science and technology as well as institutional and policy innovations. Humans created a
remarkable global food system that allows more people than ever before
to have more than adequate diets and attain the longest life expectancy in
history. Much of this progress was possible because humans developed
ways to discover and use more fossil fuels than once was thought possible.
But these very successes in agricultural development, and in fossil-
fueled economic development, have created huge challenges in environmental and social dimensions that were largely unanticipated until
ix
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recently. Just as the abundance of fossil fuels turns out to be the largest
obstacle to a stable and livable climate, the indiscriminate pursuit of
cheap calories has led agriculture and the food system down an unsustainable pathway.
The good news is that we now have many tools that can be used to
design and build more sustainable agricultural systems, and we introduce
the reader to some of them in this book. Using these tools, researchers,
together with stakeholders, are making progress to identify the changes in
household and producer behavior that could limit climate change to
1.5 °C, and they are moving agriculture and the food system in more
sustainable directions. First and foremost, we know that to limit climate
change, the global energy system must move rapidly away from reliance
on fossil fuels. But also, agriculture and the food system must change—
for example, recent studies show that substantially reducing meat consumption could have a large impact on greenhouse gas emissions and
have other environmental and health benefits. At the same time, meat
production, consumption, and trade are growing rapidly, particularly in
the regions of the world undergoing the transition from low- to middle-
income status. And, many people argue that increasing meat consumption can play a valuable role in improving the nutrition in the poor
regions of the world. What is lacking in the debate over sustainable development, in our view, is to go beyond the identification of goals and the
design of possible sustainable development pathways, to implement feasible actions—technologies and policies—that will move today’s agricultural systems in more sustainable directions.
In this book, we provide an explanation—from the perspective of economics—for this gap between goals and the state of the world. A central
theme of this book is that agricultural systems are complex, diverse, and
heterogeneous. These characteristics mean that there are various synergies
and tradeoffs as we attempt to improve the performance of agricultural
systems. And for the most part, attempts to change them focus on particular aspects of their performance. Yet, as we show in this book, there
are multiple important factors in each of the three dimensions of sustainability—economic, environmental, and social. This means that there are
rarely simple, one-size-fits-all solutions, and there will inevitably be winners and losers as the systems change. The example of the recent expansion
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of deforestation in the Amazon driven by economic and policy changes
in China and the United States is but one example of this complexity.
Addressing such challenges requires an understanding of the systems, as
well as an effective participatory process to envision and design feasible
pathways. It also requires implementation strategies that mobilize consumers, food producers, and all of civil society to work toward solutions.
Corvallis, OR


John M. Antle
Srabashi Ray
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Praise for Sustainable Agricultural Development
“This important book clearly lays out the complex challenges facing agricultural
development at local-to-global scales. Despite the great success of the current
food system, it faces two major issues: climate change and malnutrition. Through
their economic lens, the authors explicate the participatory processes and analytical tools needed to find solutions to these challenges. They offer pathways to
sustainable agricultural development for both developing and high-income
countries, focusing on methods by which to create them. The Agricultural
Model Intercomparison and Improvement Project (AgMIP) welcomes this
insightful book, and will utilize its methods in major assessments of climate
change and the global food system.”
—Cynthia Rosenzweig, Senior Research Scientist, NASA Goddard
Institute for Space Studies and the Earth Institute
“Antle and Ray provide a comprehensive assessment of the synergies and tradeoffs in achieving sustainable development with a much needed focus on food
and agricultural systems. This book provides timely input to the current debates
and controversies around the state and future of global food systems. The
authors’ cautious optimism that we will eventually get it right and will embark
on a path of sustainable development at the local and global scales is appealing.
A must read for all of us interested in a future world that can sustainably feed
nine billion people.”
—Prabhu Pingali, Professor of Applied Economics, Cornell University
“Finding pathways to sustainable development is the challenge of our time.
Antle and Ray provide a readable, non-technical account of the central role that
agriculture must play in meeting that challenge. Using examples from developing and industrialized regions, they explain the concepts and analytics that are
used by scientists and economists to design more sustainable agricultural development pathways. Essential reading for anyone who wants to understand agriculture’s role in sustainable development.”
—Pramod Aggarwal, South Asia Research Program Director, Research
Program on Climate Change, Agriculture and Food Security
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